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                  A Competitive Auto Industry for Europe 
 
 
 
 
Introduction 
 
 
 
The auto industry in Europe is at a critical juncture. On the one hand, it benefits from the 
strong current and projected growth in motor vehicle sales globally, particularly in the BRIC 
countries and other emerging markets. On the other hand, it faces a difficult situation on its 
home market. 

While it remains of crucial importance for the European economy and society at large 
(amongst other things by providing employment to more than 2.3 million people directly and 
another 10 million indirectly, and by investing over €26 billion in R&D annually), the auto 
industry faces various challenges in Europe that threaten its future global competitiveness. 
These include a strained market, significant pressure on sales, overcapacity for some 
manufacturers and markets, a high cost base, increasingly stringent and costly legislation, 
growing competition from imports and, ultimately, low profitability. 

We appeal to political leaders at EU and national level to recognise these issues and 
acknowledge that they should be addressed by each stakeholder individually and, where 
appropriate, through concerted action. 
 
We therefore propose the following action: 
 
 
 



Action plan 
 
 
1. Vehicle manufacturers 
 
Each individual vehicle manufacturer is responsible for dealing with the challenges that it 
faces and finding adequate individual solutions to its particular situation. Innovation, quality, 
customer service, research & development and a global market strategy are the main drivers 
for remaining competitive in the market. 
 
Individual vehicle manufacturers are also responsible for restructuring their operations in 
Europe to the extent that they consider this necessary. 
 
If and when this occurs, they should individually prepare and implement plans for adjusting 
their production capacity to current and expected future demand: 
- In accordance with the laws and procedures of the Member State(s) concerned. 
- Including funding for severance payments and social plan expenses. 
- Based on purely economic grounds. 
 
While we do call for the understanding of and acceptance by policy makers of the need to 
reduce production capacity in specific cases, we explicitly do not request the use of 
taxpayers’ money to fund any capacity adjustment plan that any vehicle manufacturer might 
decide to carry out. 
 
 
2. National authorities 
 
National, regional and local authorities of the Member States concerned should make use of 
the instruments at their disposal within the existing state aid framework. 
 
In addition, they should: 
- Engage in discussions with social partners with a view to improving labour flexibility 
   (annual work accounts, fixed-term and agency work, downtime subsidies, etc). 
 

- Propose measures to mitigate the social consequences of the restructuring taking place on 
   their territory, particularly with regard to re-training, re-skilling and re-locating affected 
   workers. 
 

- Notify these measures to the European Commission when they contain elements of state aid. 
 
 
3. EU Institutions 
 
In order to provide an effective European solution, the European Commission should play a 
coordinating role by bringing together all relevant stakeholders and ensuring that their 
respective actions complement and reinforce each other. 
 
In addition, it should: 
- Examine state aid measures adopted by Member States without delay. 



- Make available the funds at its disposal (European Globalisation Adjustment Fund,  
   European Social Fund, European Fund for Regional Development) for re-training,  
   re-skilling and re-locating affected workers and assisting affected regions. 
 

- Bring together national authorities and social partners with a view to exploring ways to 
   improve labour flexibility without distorting competition between Member States.  
 

- Actively support the development of new technologies for future environmentally-friendly 
   mobility. 
 

- Explicitly acknowledge and support the heterogeneity of the European auto industry which 
   includes manufacturers of small passenger cars as well as premium cars and commercial  
   vehicles. 
 

-  Provide an effective EU-wide framework to foster investments in R&D and innovation. 
 

- Increase R&D funding for the auto sector within the next framework programme “Horizon  
   2020” and through the European Investment Bank. 
 

- Together with Member States, provide for the necessary political, legislative and financial 
   framework to further improve the quality of education, increase access to educational  
   opportunities, notably at the tertiary level, in order to supply the industry with a highly  
   skilled and specialised workforce. 
 

- Launch special programs to increase the number of students enrolled in fields of education  
   where the auto industry faces or will face shortages such as engineering, informatics,  
   computer sciences and natural sciences. 
 

- Together with Member States, assess the cumulative impact on the auto sector of existing  
   and possible future free trade agreements and conclude new agreements with India, Japan  
   or other major automotive countries only on the basis of full reciprocity with respect to the 
   elimination of tariffs and non-tariff barriers in the auto sector. 
 
 
4. All stakeholders 
 
All stakeholders should, collectively and within their respective areas of responsibility, 
systematically and fully implement the recommendations of the CARS 21 final report. 
 
In doing so, they should ensure that the EU regulatory framework contributes to maintaining 
and strengthening a competitive auto industry in Europe.  
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